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Introduction

In 2004, when I wrote the previous edition of this book, I described technology as a windo
into our lives and the lives of criminals. In this metaphor was a separation between th
virtual and physical world. Now this separation is gone. Technology is integrated inseparabl
into our lives, present and active wherever we are.

In a sense, cyberspace turns itself inside out when the technology is aware of ou
physical location in the world, providing location-dependent services to the user an
conversely enabling digital investigators to determine where an individual of interest wa
during the time of a crime. In Spook Country, William Gibson describes various facets of th
eversion of cyberspace.
The locative properties of modern technology provide a prime example of this eversion
For instance, while I am having an Aussie at Brewer’s Art in Baltimore, my smart phone
chattering with various systems to orient itself and provide me with information about m
immediate surroundings. Opening the map function not only shows my location but als
points out places of interest in the area such as Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (Meyerho
Symphony Hall), Lyric Opera House, and Penn Station (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Map application on mobile device showing Brewer’s Art and surrounding area.

When I settle the tab, my credit card payment generates a record of the time and plac
Walking out of the microbrewery down historic Charles Street exposes me to various CCT

cameras in the neighborhood, recording my physical presence in digital video format.
GPS technology like the device shown in Figure 2 is widely used to determine the mo
direct route to a destination. Forensic examination of such devices can reveal the location o
an individual when a crime was committed.

Figure 2

Photograph of Garmin GPS with directions to Brewer’s Art.

The commercialization of GPS technology not only helps us navigate but also enables u
to track others as demonstrated in the George Ford case described in Chapter 10. Individua
can share their location with friends via online services such as Google Latitude, and paren
can use this technology to keep track of their family. For example, Verizon’s Family Locato
service tied to their mobile telephones can be con gured with zones, causing the GP
coordinates of a mobile device to send a message to parents when their child enters an
leaves home or school.
Our location can also be used to generate crowdsource services. For instance, Goog
aggregates location data from many people’s GPS-enabled mobile devices to generat
information such as traffic patterns.

Reach out and hurt someone

With this integration or eversion of cyberspace comes an increase in the realness of virtu
events. Bullying in high schools and hate crimes in universities have moved into cyberspac
amplifying these harmful behaviors by delivering virtual blows anytime, anywhere. I
January 2010, 15-year-old Pheobe Prince committed suicide as a result of cyberbullying (se
Chapter 1). In September 2010, Rutgers student Tyler Clementi committed suicide after h
roommate secretly set up a Webcam in their dorm room to stream video of Clementi makin

out with another man.

As covered in Chapter 12, pedophiles use the Internet to groom victims and arrang
meetings to sexually exploit children.
Cyberstalkers use technology in creative ways to harass victims, not only causin

psychological harm but also putting victims at risk of physical harm. In several case
cyberstalkers have posted online ads encouraging others on the Internet to contact a victim
for sex. In the case of Dellapenta (see Chapter 14), men showed up at the victim’s home.
Organized criminal groups are gaining unauthorized access to individuals’ bank account

viewing their computers and stealing their savings. In September 2010, members of
criminal group were arrested for their use of a malicious computer program named ZeuS t
steal money from the bank accounts of thousands of victims.
Identity thieves are stealing personal information that is stored on computers and ar
using this information to obtain credit cards and other loans, buy houses and other valuab
property, and even le for bankruptcy in the victim’s name. Identity fraud burdens victim
with debts that can take years and substantial resources to clear from their name.
Nations are developing cyberweapons to cause physical damage through computers. Th
StuxNet malware that emerged in 2010 is a powerful demonstration of the potential for suc
attacks. It was a sophisticated program that enabled the attackers to alter the operation o
industrial systems such as those in a nuclear reactor by accessing programmable log
controllers connected to the target computers. This type of attack could shut down a powe
plant or other components of a society’s critical infrastructure, potentially causing signi can
harm to people in a targeted region.

Digital and multimedia science

As the seriousness and scope of crimes involving computers increases, greater attention
being focused on apprehending and prosecuting o enders. New technologies and legislatio
are being developed to facilitate the investigation of criminal activities involving computer
More organizations are seeking quali ed practitioners to conduct digital investigations. I
addition, increased awareness of digital forensics has drawn many people to the field.

One thing about digital forensics that appeals to many practitioners is the soci
contribution of serving the criminal justice system or another system such as nation
defense. Another thing about digital forensics that is appealing to many is that every case
di erent. Investigating human misuse of computers creates new puzzles and technica
challenges, particularly when o enders attempt to conceal incriminating evidence and the
activities on computer systems and networks. In addition, the growing demand for quali e

practitioners also makes digital forensics an attractive career choice.
This growing interest and need has sparked heated debates about tools, terminology
de nitions, standards, ethics, and many other fundamental aspects of this developing eld.
should come as no surprise that this book re ects my positions in these debates. Mo

notably, this text re ects my rm belief that this eld must become more scienti c in i
approach. The primary aim of this work is to help the reader tackle the challenging process o
seeking scienti c truth through objective and thorough analysis of digital evidence. A desire
outcome of this work is to encourage the reader to advance this eld as a forensic scienc

discipline.
In an e ort to provide clarity and direction, Chapter 6 speci cally addresses th
application of scienti c method in all phases of a digital investigation. In addition,
encourage you to become involved in the DFRWS Conference (www.dfrws.org) and th
Digital and Multimedia Section of the American Academy of Forensic Science
(www.aafs.org). Finally, I encourage training programs and educational institutions t
integrate forensic science into their digital forensics courses and not simply treat it as
technical subject.
By increasing the scienti c rigor in digital forensics, we can increase the quality an
consistency of our work, reducing the risk of miscarriages of justice based on improper digit
evidence handling.

Terminology

The movement toward standardization in how digital evidence and computer crime ar
handled has been made more di cult by the lack of agreement on basic terminology. Ther
has been a great deal of debate among experts on just what constitutes a computer crim
Some people use the term computer crime to describe any crime that involves a compute
More speci cally, computer crime refers to a limited set of o enses that are de ned in law
such as the U.S. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and the U.K. Computer Abuse Act. Thes
crimes include theft of computer services; unauthorized access to protected computer
software piracy and the alteration or theft of electronically stored information; extortio
committed with the assistance of computers; obtaining unauthorized access to records from
banks, credit card issuers, or customer reporting agencies; tra c in stolen passwords; an
transmission of destructive viruses or commands.

One of the main di culties in de ning computer crime is that situations arise where
computer or network was not directly involved in a crime but still contains digital evidenc
related to the crime. As an extreme example, take a suspect who claims that she was usin

the Internet at the time of a crime. Although the computer played no role in the crime,
contains digital evidence relevant to the investigation. To accommodate this type of situation
the more general term computer-related is used to refer to any crime that involves compute
and networks, including crimes that do not rely heavily on computers. Notably, som

organizations, such as the U.S. Department of Justice and the Council of Europe, use the term
cybercrime to refer to a wide range of crimes that involve computers and networks.
In an e ort to be inclusive and most useful for practical application, the material in th
book covers digital evidence as it applies to any crime and delves into speci c compute

crimes that are de ned by laws in various countries. The term digital investigation is use
throughout this text to encompass any and all investigations that involve digital evidenc
including corporate, civil, criminal, and military.
The term computer forensics also means di erent things to di erent people. Compute
forensics usually refers to the forensic examination of computer components and the
contents such as hard drives, compact disks, and printers. However, the term is sometime
used more loosely to describe the forensic examination of all forms of digital evidenc
including data traveling over networks (a.k.a. network forensics). To confuse matters, th
term computer forensics has been adopted by the information security community to describ
a wide range of activities that have more to do with protecting computer systems tha
gathering evidence.
As the eld has developed into several distinct subdisciplines, including malwar
forensics and mobile device forensics, the more general term digital forensics has becom
widely used to describe the field as a whole.

Roadmap to the Book
This book draws from four fields:
Forensic Science
Computer Science
Law
Behavioral Evidence Analysis

Law provides the framework within which all of the concepts of this book t. Compute
Science provides the technical details that are necessary to understand speci c aspects o
digital evidence. Forensic Science provides a general approach to analyzing any form o
digital evidence. Behavioral Evidence Analysis provides a systematized method o
synthesizing the speci c technical knowledge and general scienti c methods to gain a bette

understanding of criminal behavior and motivation.
This book is divided into ve parts, beginning with the fundamental concepts and leg
issues relating to digital evidence and computer crime in Part 1 (Digital Forensics: Chapte
1–5) . Chapter 2 (Language of Computer Crime Investigation) explains how terminology o

computer crime developed and provides the language needed to understand the di eren
aspects of computer crime investigation. Chapter 3 (Digital Evidence in the Courtroom
provides an overview of issues that arise in court relating to digital evidence. Chapters 4 an
5 (Cybercrime Law: A United States Perspective and Cybercrime Law: A Europea

Perspective) discuss legal issues that arise in computer-related investigations, presenting U.
and European law side-by-side.
Part 2 (Digital Investigations: Chapters 6–9 ) discusses a systematic approach t
investigating a crime based on the scienti c method, providing a context for the remainder o
this book. Chapter 7 (Handling a Digital Crime Scene) provides guidance on how to approac
and process computer systems and their contents as a crime scene. Chapter 8 (Investigativ
Reconstruction with Digital Evidence) describes how to use digital evidence to reconstru
events and learn more about the victim and o ender in a crime. Chapter 9 (Modus Operand
Motive, and Technology) is a discussion of the relationship between technology and th
people who use it to commit crime. Understanding the human elements of a crime and th
underlying motivations can help answer crucial questions in an investigation, helping asse
risks (will criminal activity escalate?), develop and interview suspects (who to look for an
what to say to them), and focus inquiries (where to look and what to look for).
Part 3 (Apprehending O enders: Chapters 10–14) focuses on speci c types o
investigations with a focus on apprehending o enders, starting with violent crime in Chapte
10. Chapter 11 discusses computers as alibi. Chapter 12 details sex o enders on the Interne
Investigating computer intrusions is covered in Chapter 13. Chapter 14 covers investigation
of cyberstalking.
Part 4 (Computers: Chapters 15–20) begins by introducing basic forensic science concep
in the context of a single computer. Learning how to deal with individual computers is cruci
because even when networks are involved, it is usually necessary to collect digital evidenc
stored on computers. Case examples and guidelines are provided to help apply the knowledg
in this text to investigations. The remainder of Part 4 deals with speci c kinds of compute
and ends with a discussion of overcoming password protection and encryption on thes
systems.
Part 5 (Network Forensics: Chapters 21–25 ) covers computer networks, focusin
speci cally on the Internet. A top-down approach is used to describe computer network
starting with the types of data that can be found on networked systems and the Internet, an

progressively delving into the details of network protocols and raw data transmitted o
networks. The “top” of a computer network comprises the software that people use, like
mail and the Web. This upper region hides the underlying complexity of computer network
and it is therefore necessary to examine and understand the underlying complexity o

computer networks to fully appreciate the information that we find at the top of the network
Understanding the “bottom” of networks—the physical media (e.g., copper and ber-opt
cables) that carry data between computers—is also necessary to collect and analyze ra
network traffic.

The forensic science concepts described early on in relation to a single computer ar
carried through to each layer of the Internet. Seeing concepts from forensic science applied i
a variety of contexts will help the reader generalize the systematic approach to processin
and analyzing digital evidence. Once generalized, this systematic approach can be applied t
situations not specifically discussed in this text.

Disclaimer

Tools are mentioned in this book to illustrate concepts and techniques, not to indicate that
particular tool is best suited to a particular purpose. Digital investigators must tak
responsibility to select and evaluate their tools.

Any legal issues covered in this text are provided to improve understanding only and ar
not intended as legal advice. Seek competent legal advice to address speci cs of a case and t
ensure that nuances of the law are considered.
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